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1 IntroductionThe compositionality issue arises in a situation where two or more experts cooperate to axioma-tise a certain domain of application; they have more or less disjunct subdomains of expertiseand they represent their expert knowledges independently in distinct logical theories. Ideally,once this stage is �nished the problem arises how to combine the knowledge modules in oneunited theory. In general, there may be di�erent modes in which the modules can be com-posed, but certainly the most important one seems to take the logical conjunction of theirknowledges; i.e. to construct a new theory which contains exactly the sum of the knowledgesof the component modules.By the nature of the situation, the modules designed by the experts are incomplete representa-tions of the problem domain; they contain uncertainty about the problem domain. Typically,experts will have two sorts of ignorance in their theories: ignorance on relations, some of whichare de�ned by the other experts; ignorance about the objects some of which are de�ned byother experts. A suitable logic to represent knowledge modules should allow to represent theseforms of uncertainty.Here, we investigate the compositionality issue in the logic of normal Open Logic Programs(OLP) and First Order Logic (FOL) [10]. [10] presents this logic from a Knowledge Represen-tation perspective and illustrates its suitability for representing uncertainty of similar nature ascooperating experts have to face: incomplete knowledge on the de�nitions of certain conceptsand on the problem domain.A theory T in this logic is a pair (T d; T c) of a First Order Logic theory T c and a normalopen logic program T d, i.e. a set of normal program clauses p q1; ::; qn;:r1; ::;:rm. Normalopen logic programs will further on also be called logic programs briey. T d represents a setof de�nitions. Predicates occuring in the head of a clause of T d are called de�ned. The otherpredicates, occuring at the most in the body of program clauses, are called open. Intuitively,they represent concepts for which no de�nitions are given. Partial knowledge about thesepredicates can be expressed in the set of FOL axioms T c.The model semantics of OLP-FOL is an extension of the well-founded semantics [21] and of theextended well-founded semantics [19] and was de�ned in [11]. This logic has a possible statesemantics, that is, a model correspond to a state in which the problem domain might occuraccording to the (incomplete) expert knowledge (and not a belief set, a set of believed atoms,as in answer set semantics of Extended Logic Programming). At the level of the semantics,uncertainty on the de�nition of a concept is modeled by allowing models which give to the openpredicates an arbitrary interpretation which satis�es the set of FOL axioms T c (and not e.g. byhaving truth value unknown for these open predicates as in a belief set semantics). Uncertaintyon the level of the domain of discourse (no Domain Closure) is modeled by allowing general,non-Herbrand models.Compositionality of logic programs has been investigated by a number of researchers. Werefer to the discussion section for explicit references. In the context of OLP-FOL, the problemof correct composition of di�erent independently designed modules has a natural formulationwhich di�ers from the formalisation as presented in much of the existing research. In thecontext of a logic with possible state semantics, the compositionality criterion that a logictheory T contains precisely the sum of the knowledges in the modules T 1; T 2 has a naturalformalisation: that the class of models of T is precisely the intersection of the classes of modelsof T 1 and of T 2. Note that this criterion is the one expressed by the semantics of classical logicconjunction: models of the conjunction F ^G of arbitrary FOL formulas F;G are precisely themodels of F and of G. 1



Here, we investigate conditions under which the simple union of two OLP-FOL theories T 1; T 2yields a theory which satis�es the natural compositionality criterion. For a more formaldescription of the problem investigated, we need the following notions. The compositionof two OLP-FOL theories T 1 = (T 1d; T 1c) and T 2 = (T 2d; T 2c) is de�ned as the theoryT 1[T 2 = (T 1d[T 2d; T 1c[T 2c). Also, given a class of interpretations J , the class of membersof J which are models of the OLP-FOL theory T is denotedModJ (T ). Using thess notions,the compositionality problem considered here is formalised as follows.� Given is a class J of interpretations, representing a priori knowledge shared by theexperts. In general, this class may be the class of models of a logical theory representingthe a priori knowledge. E.g. this theory can describe knowledge on the domain ofdiscourse (a Domain Closure Axiom) or simple programming concepts such as de�nitionsof membership of lists, appending of lists, etc.,� given also is a pair of OLP-FOL theories T 1, T 2 representing the modules of the expertswith non-intersecting sets of de�ned predicates,we investigate conditions on T 1; T 2 such that:ModJ (T 1 [ T 2) =ModJ (T 1) \ ModJ (T 2).After section 2, which recalls the semantics of OLP-FOL from [11], section 3 gives us a �rstresult, stating that for correct theories, the class of models of the composition is contained inthe intersection of the classes of models of the two separate theories. In section 4, by usingthe notion of justi�cation, we give a very general condition, the justi�cation condition, on T 1and T 2 to obtain the equality ModJ (T 1 [ T 2) = ModJ (T 1) \ ModJ (T 2). In the nexttwo sections (5, 6), some less general, but more syntactical conditions are given; in section 5for the propositional case, in section 6 for the predicate case. In 6.2, for instance, we studyconservative extensions. We conclude in section 7 with a discussion on some related works.2 OLP-FOLWe assume familiarity with basic concepts of logic and logic programming such as logicallanguages L, atoms, literals, (normal) program clauses or rules based on L, ground instancesof rules w.r.t. a language L, 2-valued and 3-valued interpretations, Herbrand interpretations ofL. We refer to [17]. We assume some familiarity with the well-founded semantics [21] as well.We introduce some auxiliary concepts. Each language L is assumed to contain propositionalpredicates > and ?; in each interpretation I of L, > is true and ? is false. HL (or H if Lis clear from the context) denotes the class of all Herbrand interpretations of the language L.Atomic rules are denoted A  >. Given a language L and an interpretation I with domainD, de�ne the language LD as the extension of L by adding all elements of D as constants toL. A literal of the form p(d1; : : : ; dn) or :p(d1; : : : ; dn), where d1; : : : ; dn 2 D is called a fact.For a ground literal F = p(t1; : : : ; tn) in LD, ~I(F ) denotes the fact p(~I(t1); : : : ; ~I(tn)), where~I is the mapping which assigns to each ground term in LD the corresponding domain elementof the interpretation I . The truth function of I (i.e. the function which maps positive factsto ff;u; tg) is denoted by HI . We describe a truth function as a set of tuples of facts withtruth value (e.g. fpf; qu; rtg, meaning that HI(p) = f;HI(q) = u and HI(r) = t). 2-valuedHerbrand interpretations are denoted in the conventional notation, as a subset of the Herbrandbase. 2



A theory T in the OLP-FOL logic is a pair (T d; T c) with T d a set of normal program clausesp  q1; ::; qn;:r1; ::;:rm (with p; q1; ::; qn; r1; ::; rm atoms) and T c a set of FOL formulas. Apredicate p is de�ned in T d or in T i� p occurs in the head of a rule of T d (it is possible thatthis rule is of the form p(t1; : : : ; tn) ?). Open predicates are predicates of L which are notde�ned. An open logic program T d (or a theory T ) is complete if each predicate symbol of Lexcept equality =, > and ? is de�ned, otherwise it is incomplete.The grounding of an open logic program T d w.r.t. a given 3-valued interpretation I is denotedas GroundI(T d) and is de�ned as the following set of program clauses:f~I(F ) ~I(F1); ::; ~I(Fn)jF  F1; ::; Fn ground instance of a rule in T d in LDg[ fF  >jF is a positive fact of an open predicate and F is true in IgThe semantics of OLP-FOL is based on the concept of justi�cation. A justi�cation can beseen as a mathematical object justifying the truth value of facts in terms of truth values ofother facts. The basic theorem of this paper, which gives weakest conditions under whichtwo OLP-FOL theories can be composed, uses the concept of justi�cation. For a detaileddiscussion we refer to [11]. The rest of this section is structured as follows. We de�ne theconcepts of justi�cation and justi�cation semantics. We show how the justi�cation semanticsis an extension of the well-founded semantics [21] based on general interpretations.Below, we denote the complement of a fact F by sF ; i.e. if F is a positive fact, then sFdenotes :F ; vice versa s:F denotes F . We de�ne s> = ? and vice versa.We now de�ne the concepts of elementary justi�cation and justi�cation given an open logicprogram T d based on L and an interpretation I of L.De�nition 2.1 Given is a de�ned positive fact F in I.For any rule F  F1; ::; Fn 2 GroundI(T d) we call fF1; ::; Fng an elementary justi�cation forF . If no such ground instance exists for F , then we call f?g an elementary justi�cation for F .Each positive de�ned fact has an elementary justi�cation. Also, an elementary justi�cation isnever empty (recall atomic rules are denoted as A >). An elementary justi�cation is always�nite. The concept of an elementary justi�cation can also be de�ned for negative facts.De�nition 2.2 A set J is called an elementary justi�cation for a negative fact :F of a de�nedpredicate i� each elementary justi�cation J+ of F contains a fact F 0 such that sF 0 2 J.Analogously as for positive facts, each negative fact :F has an elementary justi�cation and anelementary justi�cation is never empty. It can be in�nite.De�nition 2.3 A justi�cation J for F (given T d and I) is a (possibly in�nite) tree of factswith F in the root. Each non-leaf node contains a de�ned fact F 0 such that the set of directdescendants of the node is an elementary justi�cation for F 0 and no leaf contains a de�nedfact.The leaves of a justi�cation are >;? or positive or negative open facts. A justi�cation of afact is always de�ned w.r.t. a logic program T d. Therefore, when necessary, we explicitly talkabout a justi�cation in T d rather than a justi�cation.A branch in a justi�cation J is a maximal sequence of facts (F0; F1; : : :) with F0 in the root ofJ , and each Fi a direct descendant of Fi�1 in J . A positive (resp. negative) loop is a branchwith an in�nite number of positive (resp. negative) facts and a �nite number of negative(resp. positive) facts. A loop over negation is a branch with an in�nite number of positive andnegative facts. Next we de�ne the value of a justi�cation as a measure for its success.3



De�nition 2.4 Let I be an interpretation.Let B be a branch in a justi�cation. If B is �nite and has F as leaf then the value of B underI is the truth value of F under I. With respect to in�nite branches, we de�ne the value of apositive loop as f, the value of a loop over negation as u and the value of a negative loop as t.We denote the value of B under I by valI(B).Let J be a justi�cation. The value of J under I is minfvalI(B)jB is a branch of Jg. Wedenote J's value by valI(J). J is false, weak, strong under I if valI(J) is f, u, t respectively.The essential idea in the justi�cation semantics is that an interpretation is a justi�ed model ofa logic program T d i� for each de�ned positive fact F , its truth value is equal to the value ofits most successful justi�cation. We call this value the supported value of F and denote it bySV T d(I; F ). Formally, SV T d(I; F ) = maxfvalI(J)jJ is a justi�cation of F in T dg.De�nition 2.5 A justi�ed model of a logic program T d is an interpretation I of L such thatfor every positive de�ned fact F : HI(F ) = SV T d(I; F ):Moreover, the interpretation of open predicates is 2-valued.A justi�ed model of a theory T consisting of a logic program T d and FOL axioms T c is ajusti�ed model of T d and a model of T c in the normal FOL sense.We extend the notion of supported value to open facts and negative facts. The supported valueunder I of an open fact F is de�ned as HI (F ). The supported value under I of a negativede�ned fact F can be de�ned analogously as for positive facts: it is equal to the value of thebest justi�cation of F .The following theorem asserts that a fact and its negation have inverse supported values.Theorem 2.1 Let T d be a logic program, I an interpretation and F a fact.Then SV T d(I; F ) = SV T d(I;sF )�1.A direct consequence of this theorem is that in a model the truth value of negative facts is alsoequal to their supported value. This restores the asymmetry between positive and negativefacts in the de�nition of model, which requires only that positive facts have truth value equalto their supported value.The next theorem asserts that each logic program is consistent w.r.t. the justi�cation semantics.An interpretation I is called an incomplete interpretation for some subset of the predicates ofL if it is a partial interpretation of which the truth function is de�ned only for the speci�edpredicates.Theorem 2.2 Given is a logic program T d and an incomplete 2-valued interpretation I forthe open predicates of L only. There exists a unique justi�ed model of T d extending I.The semantics of the OLP-FOL logic is an extension of well-founded semantics [21] based ongeneral interpretations. Well-founded semantics can be easily lifted to general interpretationsby using the notion of grounding w.r.t. a given 3-valued interpretation. We will now give analternative characterisation of a model of a theory. Theorem 2.3 is a trivial extension of resultsproven in [11]. 4



De�nition 2.6 An interpretation M is a model of T d i� M is a well-founded model of thegrounding of T d w.r.t. M . M is a model of T = (T d; T c) i� M is a model of T d and M is amodel of T c in the normal FOL sense.Theorem 2.3 An interpretation is a justi�ed model of T i� it is a model of T in the sense ofde�nition 2.6.Note that the grounding of an open logic program T d w.r.t. to a Herbrand interpretationcorresponds to the conventional notion of the grounding of a logic program. It trivially followsthat the Herbrand model of a complete logic program is the well-founded model. Also, aHerbrand model of an incomplete logic program is an extended well-founded model [19].An open logic program T d is interpreted as a de�nition of the de�ned predicates in terms ofopen predicates. The occurrence of an unde�ned fact in a model of T d reveals an ambiguityor a local inconsistency in the de�nition. This motivates the following de�nition.De�nition 2.7 Given is an open logic program T d and a class of interpretations J . Then T dis called a correct de�nition (or correct) w.r.t. J i� each model of T d which belongs to J is2-valued. A theory T = (T d; T c) is correct w.r.t. J i� T d is a correct de�nition w.r.t. J .In case J is the class of all interpretations, we simply call T correct.With Mod(T ) we will denote the class of models of a theory T . If J is a class of in-terpretations, then ModJ (T ) denotes the class of models of T which belong to J (i.e.ModJ (T ) =Mod(T ) \ J ).Recall the following de�nition of consequence of a theory.De�nition 2.8 A formula is a consequence of a theory T if it is true in every model of T .3 No loss of informationGiven is a �rst order language L and two theories T 1 = (T 1d; T 1c) and T 2 = (T 2d; T 2c) basedon L. We will suppose, for the rest of the paper, that T 1 and T 2 de�ne disjunct sets ofpredicates. Then all the predicate symbols of L de�ned in T 1 (resp. T 2) are open in T 2 (resp.T 1). Recall that the predicate symbols of L not de�ned in T 1 or T 2 are open in T 1 and T 2.Denote the union of T 1 and T 2 by T 1 [ T 2 = (T 1d [ T 2d; T 1c [ T 2c) (where [ is just thenormal union of sets; T id a set of clauses, T ic a set of FOL axioms, i 2 f1; 2g).The crucial question in this paper is the following: 'When are the consequences of T 1 [ T 2exactly those formulas which are true in all the interpretations which are model of T 1 and ofT 2?'. Since a formula is a consequence of a theory i� it is true in every model of the theory,we can reformulate this question in terms of models :'When is Mod(T 1 [ T 2) =Mod(T 1) \Mod(T 2)?'. The equality doesn't always hold, as is shown by the following example.Example 3.1 T 1 : alive not deadT 2 : not dead aliveBecause not dead is open in T 1; T 1 has two models, I1 = fnot deadt; alivetg and I2 =fnot deadf; alivefg. T 2 has the same two models (alive is open in T 2). But only the in-terpretation I2 is a model of T 1 [ T 2. We see that :alive and :not dead are consequences ofthe union T 1 [ T 2, whereas it is not the case that they are true in every interpretation whichis a model of T 1 and of T 2. 5



In the next sections we give some conditions on the theories T 1 and T 2, so that the equalityMod(T 1 [ T 2) =Mod(T 1) \Mod(T 2) holds. But generally, for correct theories,T 1; T 2 andT 1 [T 2, the inclusion Mod(T 1 [T 2) �Mod(T 1)\Mod(T 2) already holds. This means thatformulas which are true in every interpretation which is a model of T 1 and T 2 are consequencesof T 1 [ T 2 (but it is possible that T 1 [ T 2 has more consequences, see example 3.1). Beforegiving this result, we show in the next example that it is not always the case that the union oftwo correct theories is correct.Example 3.2 T 1 : alive :deadT 2 : dead :aliveIt is easy to see that Mod(T 1) =Mod(T 2) = ffdeadf; alivetg; fdeadt; alivefgg. So, T 1 andT 2 have only 2-valued models. But T 1 [ T 2 has a unique model which is 3-valued, namelyfdeadu; aliveug.Also the converse does not hold. If we know that T 1 [ T 2 is a correct theory, we cannotconclude that T 1 and T 2 are correct.Example 3.3 T 1 : ( dead  :alive;:dancingalive  :deadT 2 : n dancing  >T 1 [ T 2 has only one model (which is 2-valued), stating that dancing and alive are true anddead is false. The predicate dancing is open in T 1, so if we assume that dancing is false, weget the 3-valued model of T 1 in which dead and alive have truth value u.Theorem 3.1 (no loss of information)Given two theories T 1 and T 2 such that T 1; T 2 and T 1[T 2 are correct. ThenMod(T 1[T 2) �Mod(T 1) \Mod(T 2):Proof Suppose M is a model of T 1 [ T 2. We prove that M is a model of T 1. Since M is amodel of the FOL axioms T 1c [ T 2c, M is a model of T 1c.We prove that M is a justi�ed model of T 1d.Let F be a fact. Suppose that F is open in T 1. Then HM (F ) = SV T 1d(M;F ) byde�nition and M is 2-valued.Suppose that F is de�ned in T 1. We �rst assume that HM (F ) = t. Because M is ajusti�ed model of T 1d[T 2d, SV T 1d[T 2d(M;F ) = HM (F ). So there exists a justi�cationJ for F in T 1d [ T 2d such that valM(J) = t. This means that every branch of J hasvalue t. Let J1 be the justi�cation for F in T 1d obtained from J by cutting o� everybranch after its �rst fact de�ned in T 2. Then it is easy to see that valM(J1) = t andSV T 1d(M;F ) = t = HM (F ).If HM(F ) = f, then HM (� F ) = t en by the previous we know that SV T 1d(M;� F ) = t.By the consistency theorem (2.1) SV T 1d(M;F ) = f, hence SV T 1d(M;F ) = HM (F ). 2Example 3.2 shows that if for instance T 1 [ T 2 is not correct, the inclusion doesn't holdanymore. 6



Recall that we made the assumption that each predicate symbol is de�ned in at most onetheory T 1 or T 2. This assumption is necessary, as is made clear by the following example.Example 3.4 T 1 : ( not dead  alivealive  not deadT 2 : n alive >T 1 has only one model in which both alive and not dead are false. When adding a second rulefor alive (stating that alive is always true), we get another unique model in which alive andnot dead are true.For some theories we are only interested in certain classes of interpretations, like for instanceHerbrand interpretations. In this case, we have the following result, which is a generalisationof theorem 3.1.Theorem 3.2 Given a class of interpretations J and two theories T 1 and T 2 such that T 1; T 2and T 1 [ T 2 are correct w.r.t. J . ThenModJ (T 1 [ T 2) �ModJ (T 1) \ModJ (T 2):Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of theorem 3.1. We now start with a model ofT 1 [ T 2 which belongs to J . 2Example 3.5 T 1 : ( even(0) >even(s(s(X)))  :odd(X)T 2 : ( odd(s(0)) >odd(s(s(X)))  :even(X)It is easily seen that T 1 and T 2 are correct. But T 1[T 2 has a 3-valued (non-Herbrand) model.Indeed, let J0 be the pre-interpretation with domain the disjunct union IN[Z, the interpretationof 0 (constant) 0 2 IN and the interpretation of s=1 the union of the successor functions on thenatural numbers and on the integers. De�ne the interpretation I with pre-interpretation J0 asfollows: the interpretation of even=1 isneven(2� n)t; even(2� n + 1)f j n 2 INo [ �even(z)u j z 2Z	 ;and the interpretation of odd=1 isnodd(2� n)f; odd(2� n+ 1)t j n 2 INo [ �odd(z)u j z 2Z	 :Then I is a 3-valued model of T 1[T 2. It is obvious though, that only Herbrand interpretationsare relevant w.r.t. this theory, and it is clear that T 1 [T 2 has only 2-valued Herbrand models.In fact, there is only one, namelyneven(s2n(0)); odd(s2n+1(0)) j n 2 INo :Hence, T 1, T 2 and T 1 [ T 2 are correct w.r.t. H. Applying theorem 3.2, with J = H, gives usthe inclusion ModH(T 1 [ T 2) �ModH(T 1) \ModH(T 2):As we will see later (theorem 4.2), there's actually an equality here.7



4 The justi�cation conditionThe aim of this section is to provide a general condition on T 1 and T 2, so that the equalityMod(T 1 [ T 2) =Mod(T 1) \ Mod(T 2) (�)holds, or equivalently, so that the consequences of T 1[T 2 are exactly those formulas which aretrue in every interpretation which is a model of T 1 and of T 2. We �rst give some motivatingexamples.4.1 Motivating examplesIn the �rst example the predicates de�ned in T 2 are all 'new', that is, they don't occur in T 1d.Example 4.1 T 1 : 8>>><>>>: parent(X; Y )  father(X; Y )parent(X; Y )  mother(X; Y )father(a; b) >mother(b; c) >T 2 : ( anc(X; Y )  parent(X; Y )anc(X; Y )  anc(X;Z); parent(Z;Y )The �rst theory T 1 de�nes the predicate parent=2 in terms of the predicate father=2 andmother=2, for which there are given some facts. The second theory T 2 de�nes the predicateanc=2 in terms of itself and parent=2.In this case the equality (�) holds. Looking for instance at Herbrand interpretations, we seethat the only Herbrand interpretation which is a model of T 1 and of T 2 is the interpretationI = ffather(a; b); mother(b; c); parent(a; b); parent(b; c); anc(a; b); anc(b; c); anc(a; c)g: It iseasily seen that I is the unique Herbrand model of T 1 [ T 2.Next we give an example in which clauses of T 2 have predicates in their body which are de�nedin T 1, and vice versa (hence, there is a kind of mutual dependency between T 1 and T 2). Inthis example the equality (�) doesn't hold, and we have a strict inclusion.Example 4.2 T 1 : ( parent(X)  father(X)parent(X)  mother(X)T 2 : 8><>: father(X)  parent(X); male(X)mother(X)  parent(X); female(X)male(a) >In T 1 parent=1 is de�ned in terms of father=1 and mother=1, while in T 2 father=1 andmother=1 are de�ned in terms of parent=1.The Herbrand interpretation I = fmale(a); parent(a); father(a)g is a model of both T 1 andT 2, but it is not a model of T 1 [ T 2. The only Herbrand model of T 1 [ T 2 is I 0 = fmale(a)g.Example 4.2 suggests that the condition to be put on T 1 and T 2 to obtain the equality (�)is that only 'new' predicates (i.e. predicates not occuring in T 1d) can be de�ned in T 2. Thiscondition is surely su�cient (see theorem 6.3 in section 6), but is not necessary, as is shown bythe following example. 8



Example 4.3 T 1 : n grpar(X; Y )  parent(X;Z); parent(Z; Y )T 2 : 8>>><>>>: gr grpar(X; Y )  grpar(X;Z); parent(Z; Y )parent(a; b) >parent(b; c) >parent(c; d) >T 2 de�nes gr grpar=2 in terms of grpar=2 and parent=2, and grpar=2 is de�ned in T 1 interms of parent=2, which is de�ned in T 2.The equality (�) holds. For instance, the only Herbrand interpretation which is a model of T 1and of T 2 is fparent(a; b); parent(b; c); parent(c; d); grpar(a; c); grpar(b; d); gr grpar(a; d)g,and this is the unique Herbrand model of T 1 [ T 2.Comparing the last two examples, we see that in example 4.2 the dependency between thede�ned predicates in T 1 and the de�ned predicates in T 2 is an 'in�nite' one:parent=1 (T 1) is de�ned in terms of father=1 (T 2),father=1 (T 2) is de�ned in terms of parent=1 (T 1),parent=1 (T 1) is de�ned in terms of father=1 (T 2), . . . .Whereas in example 4.3, the dependency is a '�nite' one:gr grpar=2 (T 2) is de�ned in terms of grpar=2 (T 1),grpar=2 (T 1) is de�ned in terms of parent=2 (T 2),parent=2 (T 2) is de�ned totally in T 2.A condition in terms of dependency relations is discussed in the next sections. We now givean example which requires a more general condition. The equality (�) holds, although thedependency between the de�ned predicates in T 1 and the de�ned predicates in T 2 is an in�niteone.Example 4.4 T 1 : ( dead  :alive;:dancingdancing (FOL axiom)T 2 : n alive  :deadThe predicates dead (T 1) and alive (T 2) depend on each other.But the equality Mod(T 1 [ T 2) = Mod(T 1) \ Mod(T 2) holds. Indeed, the intersection ofMod(T 1) andMod(T 2) consists of one interpretation fdancingt; alivet; deadfg; which is theonly model of T 1 [ T 2.In Event Calculus, there is a broad class of examples for which, like example 4.4, the equality(�) holds although there is an in�nite kind of dependency between the de�ned predicates inT 1 and the de�ned predicates in T 2. These examples require a more general condition. Inthe following subsection we de�ne the justi�cation condition, which subsumes all the followingconditions given in sections 5 and 6. We will also give an example in a sort of Event Calculusto illustrate the justi�cation condition.4.2 The justi�cation conditionDe�nition 4.1 Two theories T 1 and T 2 satisfy the justi�cation condition if for each inter-pretation which is a model of the FOL axioms T 1c [ T 2c it holds that for any fact F , if there9



is a justi�cation of F in T 1d [ T 2d with only true leaves (or no leaves) and an in�nite branchwith an in�nite number of facts de�ned in T 1 and an in�nite number of facts de�ned in T 2,then there is a strong justi�cation of F in T 1d [ T 2d.Now we are able to give the main theorem.Theorem 4.1 Given two correct theories T 1 and T 2. If T 1 and T 2 satisfy the justi�cationcondition, then Mod(T 1 [ T 2) =Mod(T 1) \Mod(T 2):For the proof of theorem 4.1 we �rst need the following lemma.Lemma 4.1 Given two correct theories T 1 and T 2 and a model M of T 1[T 2. Let F be a factof a predicate de�ned in T 1 (resp. T 2) with HM (F ) = u. Then there is a weak justi�cation ofF in T 1 (resp. T 2) with a leaf G de�ned in T 2 (resp. T 1) and HM (G) = u.Proof Suppose that, given the conditions, the conclusion of the lemma doesn't hold. Thenfor every justi�cation J of F in T 1 with value u, the facts de�ned in T 2 occuring as leafof J have value t. Consider the incomplete interpretation M 00 on the facts open in T 1,with the same pre-interpretation as M and truth function HM 00 on the open facts in T 1de�ned as follows: HM 00 = HM on the facts open in T 1[T 2 and on the facts G de�ned inT 2 with HM (G) 6= u, and HM 00(G) = t on the other facts G de�ned in T 2. Hence M 00 is2-valued on the facts open in T 1 and HM 00 = HM on the facts de�ned in T 2 occuring asleaf in the justi�cations of F in T 1 with value u. Then there is a unique interpretationM 0 extending M 00 to all the facts such that M 0 is a justi�ed model of T 1d (theorem 2.2).By the construction ofM 00 and M 0 it is clear that SV T 1(M 0; F ) = SV T 1[T 2(M;F ) = u,hence HM 0(F ) = u.It is su�cient to prove that M 0 is a model of the FOL axioms T 1c. Indeed, this givesa contradiction with the assumption that T 1 has only 2-valued models. We proof thatM is F -weaker than M 0 ( M �F M 0, i.e. for each positive fact G which is true or falseaccording to M , HM(G) = HM 0(G)). Then, because M is a model of T 1c, M 0 is a modelof T 1c (we can prove by induction on the structure of an axiom ' that if ' is t or faccording to M , HM (') = HM 0(')).Given a fact G. If G is open in T 1 and HM(G) is t or f, then HM (G) = HM 0(G)by construction of M 0. Suppose G is de�ned in T 1 and HM (G) = t. Then there is ajusti�cation J of G in T 1[T 2 with all branches true under M . Let J1 be the justi�cationof G in T 1 obtained from J by cutting o� every branch after his �rst fact de�ned in T 2.Then every branch of J1 has value t under M . Because, concerning the facts open in T 1,we already have thatM is F-weaker thanM 0, every branch of J1 is true underM 0. Hence,SV T 1(M 0; G) = t and HM 0(G) = t = HM (G). If HM (G) = f, then HM (sG) = t and bythe previous SV T 1(M 0;sG) = t. By the consistency theorem (2.1) SV T 1(M 0; G) = fand HM 0(G) = f = HM (G). This concludes the proof of the lemma. 2Proof (of theorem 4.1)To prove the inclusion Mod(T 1 [ T 2) � Mod(T 1) \Mod(T 2), it is su�cient to prove,by theorem 3.1, that each model of T 1 [ T 2 is 2-valued. Let M be a model of T 1 [ T 2and assume there is a fact F (de�ned in T 1) with HM (F ) = u. Applying the previouslemma, there is a justi�cation J1 of F in T 1 with valM(J1) = u and there is a leaf G10



of J1, de�ned in T 2, with HM (G) = u. We can extend J1 by adhering to each trueleaf, de�ned in T 2, a strong justi�cation in T 1 [ T 2 (there exists one because M is amodel of T 1 [ T 2) and by adhering to each unknown leaf (like G) a weak justi�cationJ2 in T 2 (there exists one according to the previous lemma). We can repeat this process(on G and J2 instead of F and J1) and because of the lemma it will not stop. Hence,there exists an interpretation (M), model of T 1c [ T 2c, and there is a fact (F ) whichhas a justi�cation with only true leaves and an in�nite branch with an in�nite numberof facts de�ned in T 1 and an in�nite number of facts de�ned in T 2 and F has no strongjusti�cation. This contradicts the justi�cation condition, so HM (F ) = u is impossibleand the �rst inclusion is proved.To prove the other inclusion, let M be a model of T 1 and of T 2. By the monotonicityof FOL it is clear that M is a model of T 1c [ T 2c. To prove that M is a justi�ed modelof T 1d [ T 2d, we take a fact F and prove that SV T 1[T 2(M;F ) = HM (F ). This isclear when F is open in T 1 [ T 2 (note that M is 2-valued). Suppose F is de�ned in T 1(analogously for T 2) and HM(F ) = t. Because HM (F ) = SV T 1(M;F ), there exists astrong justi�cation J1 of F in T 1, i.e. with every branch value t. Extending J1, we aregoing to build a justi�cation J of F in T 1 [ T 2. We do this by adhering to each leaf ofJ1 which is a de�ned fact in T 2 a strong justi�cation in T 2 (there exists one because theleaves have truth value t and M is a model of T 2). We repeat this process. If it stops, weobtain a strong justi�cation of F in T 1 [ T 2 and hence SV T 1[T 2(M;F ) = HM (F ) = t.If it doesn't stop, there is an interpretation (M), model of T 1c [ T 2c, a fact (F ) anda justi�cation of F in T 1 [ T 2 with only true leaves and an in�nite branch with anin�nite number of facts de�ned in T 1 and an in�nite number of facts de�ned in T 2.Because of the justi�cation condition F has a strong justi�cation in T 1 [ T 2. Hence,SV T 1[T 2(M;F ) = HM (F ) = t. Suppose next that HM (F ) = f. Then HM (sF ) = tand by the previous we know that SV T 1[T 2(M;sF ) = t. By the consistency theorem(2.1), SV T 1[T 2(M;F ) = f and hence SV T 1[T 2(M;F ) = HM (F ). This concludes theproof of the theorem. 2Theorem 4.1 implies that if T 1 and T 2 are correct and if they satisfy the justi�cation condition,then T 1 [ T 2 is also correct.Example 4.5 Reconsider example 3.5 of the previous section. T 1 and T 2 don't satisfy thejusti�cation condition. Indeed, for each interpretation with pre-interpretation J0 the justi�ca-tion of a fact even(z) (analogously odd(z)), z 2 Z, is an in�nite branch with in�nitely manyfacts de�ned in T 1 (the even-facts) and in�nitely many facts de�ned in T 2 (the odd-facts),and there is no justi�cation for even(z) (analogously for odd(z)) with value t.As was already shown in example 3.5 the only model of T 1 [ T 2 with pre-interpretation J0 is3-valued and the equality (�) doesn't hold.But, as we mentioned before, the only interpretations that really matter here are the Herbrandinterpretations. Looking at Herbrand interpretations only, we can see that every justi�cationof a fact is �nite. Hence, for Herbrand interpretations the justi�cation condition is satis�edand it holds that ModH(T 1 [ T 2) =ModH(T 1) \ModH(T 2):These observations lead to the following de�nition and theorem.De�nition 4.2 Given a class of interpretations J . Two theories T 1 and T 2 satisfy the justi-�cation condition w.r.t. J if for each interpretation of J which is a model of the FOL axioms11



T 1c [ T 2c, it holds that for any fact F , if there is a justi�cation of F in T 1d [ T 2d with onlytrue leaves (or no leaves) and an in�nite branch with an in�nite number of facts de�ned inT 1 and an in�nite number of facts de�ned in T 2, then there is a strong justi�cation of F inT 1d [ T 2d.When J is the class of all interpretations, we simply get the justi�cation condition as statedin de�nition 4.1. The next theorem uses this concept to generalise theorem 4.1.Theorem 4.2 Given a class of interpretations J and two theories T 1 and T 2 correct w.r.t.J . If T 1 and T 2 satisfy the justi�cation condition w.r.t. J , thenModJ (T 1 [ T 2) =ModJ (T 1) \ ModJ (T 2):Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of theorem 4.1. We now consider only interpreta-tions of J . 2Hence, if T 1 and T 2 correct w.r.t. J and if they satisfy the justi�cation condition w.r.t. J ,then T 1 [T 2 is correct w.r.t. J . The theories T 1 and T 2 of example 4.5 satisfy the conditionsof theorem 4.2 with J = H.We will now give an example similar to Event Calculus.Example 4.6T 1 : 8><>: on(T )  sw(E) ; E < T ; off(E) ;:swturn(E; T )swturn(E; T )  sw(E1) ; E < E1 ; E1 < TT 2 : ( off(T )  sw(E) ; E < T ; on(E) ;:swturn(E; T )Suppose we have a situation in which there is a lamp and a switch. The lamp can be on oro� on a certain time. When the lamp is on and we turn the switch, the lamp will be o� andvice versa. The lamp is on (resp. o�) on a certain time T if there is an event E before T onwhich the lamp was o� (resp. on) and on which there was a switch and such that there wereno switches between E and T .A �rst expert de�nes the predicate on=1 in terms of the predicate off=1, of which he has noknowledge, resulting in the theory T 1, and a second expert de�nes the predicate off=1 in termsof the predicate on=1, of which he has no knowledge, resulting in the theory T 2. We would liketo know if the union of these two theories contains exactly the sum of the knowledges of thetwo experts. In particular, we would like to know if the equalityMod(T 1 [ T 2) =Mod(T 1) \Mod(T 2)holds. This is not the case. Consider for instance the class of interpretations F with domainR (the real numbers), the interpretation of the open predicate < just the 'smaller than' relationon the real numbers and the interpretation of the open predicate sw=1:nsw(z)t j z 2Zo [ nsw(r)f j r 2 R�Zo :Consider the interpretation I in F with the interpretation of swturn=2:nswturn(r; s)t j r; s 2 R ; r < s ; 9z 2Z: z 2]r; s[o12



and all the other swturn-facts false, the interpretation of on=1:non(r)t j r 2 R ; 9z 2Z: 2z < r � 2z + 1oand all the other on-facts false and the interpretations of off=1:noff(r)t j r 2 R ; 9z 2Z: 2z � 1 < r � 2zoand all the other off -facts false. Then I is a model of T 1 and of T 2. But I is not a model ofthe union T 1 [ T 2. Indeed, the only interpretation in F which is a model of T 1 [ T 2 assignsto all on-facts and all off -facts truth value f (every justi�cation in T 1 [ T 2 of these facts hasa positive loop consisting of on- and off -facts).Now suppose that both experts have the following a priori knowledge, represented by the class Jof all interpretations in which this a priori knowledge is true. The experts both know that thedomain is R+ (the positive real numbers), the interpretation of the open predicate < =2 is the'smaller than' relation on the positive real numbers, they know that off(0) is true (representingthe fact that initially the light is o�) and they both have complete knowledge about the openpredicate sw=1: nsw(n)t j n 2 Do [ nsw(r)f j r 2 R+ �Dowhere D is a �xed subset of IN, modelling the fact that at each natural number of D there is aswitch. D can be for instance IN or a �nite subset of the natural numbers.Then T 1, T 2 satisfy the justi�cation condition w.r.t. J . Indeed, take an arbitrary interpreta-tion in J . It is obvious that all justi�cations of the swturn-facts in T 1[T 2 are �nite. We nowtake a closer look at the justi�cations in T 1[T 2 of the on-facts (analogously for the off -facts).The justi�cations of an on-fact, on(t) (t 2 R+), with only true leaves are always �nite. Thisis because, starting from a given t 2 R+, each elementary justi�cation of on(t) is of the formfsw(e); e < t; off(e);:swturn(e; t)g. The fact sw(e) is true only if e 2 D. The fact e < t istrue only if e is taken smaller than t. Hence, in a justi�cation of on(t) with only true leaves,e < t and e 2 D. We can then repeat the same reasoning for the fact off(e). Because thedomain of all the interpretations in J is R+, each justi�cation of on(t) with only true leavesis �nite.By applying theorem 4.2 (note that T 1 and T 2 are correct w.r.t. J ) we getModJ (T 1 [ T 2) =ModJ (T 1) \ModJ (T 2):IntersectingModJ (T 1) andModJ (T 2), we obtain only one interpretation. LetD = fn1; n2; : : :g� IN and let n0 = 0, then the unique interpretation ofModJ (T 1[T 2) is given as follows: thetrue on-facts are given by fon(r) j ni+1 < r � ni+2 and i 2 INg(all the other on-facts are false) and the true off -facts are given byfoff(r) j ni < r � ni+1 and i 2 INg [ foff(0)g(and all the other off -facts are false).The justi�cation condition is a very general condition from which many other conditions canbe deduced, like for instance the next proposition, which is an easy corollary to theorem 4.2.13



Proposition 4.1 Given a class of interpretations J and two theories T 1 and T 2 correct w.r.t.J . If for each interpretation in J , which is a model of the FOL axioms T 1c [ T 2c, it holdsthat for every fact F , F or sF has a strong justi�cation of �nite depth in T 1d [ T 2d, thenModJ (T 1 [ T 2) =ModJ (T 1) \ ModJ (T 2):Proof Suppose that for each interpretation in J and for every fact F it holds that F or sFhas a strong justi�cation of �nite depth in T 1d [ T 2d. We prove that T 1d; T 2d satisfythe justi�cation condition. Then the proposition is a direct consequence of theorem 4.2.Suppose there is an interpretation I in J and a fact F which has a justi�cation J1 inT 1d[T 2d with only true leaves (or no leaves) and with an in�nite branch with an in�nitenumber of facts de�ned in T 1d and an in�nite number of facts de�ned in T 2d and supposeF has no strong justi�cation in T 1d [ T 2d. We prove that this is impossible. Because Fhas no strong justi�cation in T 1d [ T 2d, sF has a strong justi�cation J2 of �nite depthin T 1d [ T 2d. By the de�nition of justi�cation, there is a branch B1 in J1 and a branchB2 in J2 such that B1 = sB2. But this means that B1 has a false leaf, which gives acontradiction. 2In the next sections we introduce some stronger, but more syntactical conditions on the theoriesT 1 and T 2 such that (�) still holds.5 A more syntactical condition for propositional theoriesIn this section we restrict ourselves to propositional theories, based on a propositional languageL. In the next section we extend to the predicate case again.Given a propositional language L and a theory T = (T d; T c) based on L, let � denote thedependency relation on the proposition symbols of T . Recall that the dependency relation isthe transitive closure of the relation �1, with p �1 q if there's a clause in T d with head p, andq or :q in the body. If p � q, we say that p depends on q.We now introduce a condition on the propositional theories T 1 and T 2 in terms of this de-pendency relation. The next theorem states that if T 1 and T 2 satisfy this new condition, theequality (�) holds.Theorem 5.1 Given a propositional language L and two correct theories T 1 and T 2 based onL. Consider the dependency relation � on the proposition symbols of T 1 [ T 2. If for eachdescending sequence K of proposition symbols, there is an i 2 f1; 2g such that the propositionsymbols de�ned in T i appear only �nitely many times in the sequence K, thenMod(T 1[T 2) =Mod(T 1) \Mod(T 2):Proof It is clear by the de�nition of a justi�cation (de�nition 2.3) that if T 1 and T 2 satisfythe condition of the theorem, there are no justi�cations in T 1d [ T 2d with an in�nitebranch with an in�nite number of facts de�ned in T 1 and an in�nite number of factsde�ned in T 2. Hence, by the de�nition of justi�cation condition (de�nition 4.1), T 1 andT 2 satisfy the justi�cation condition. The theorem follows then from theorem 4.1. 2The condition given in theorem 5.1 is su�cient, but not necessary, as was shown in example4.4. 14



6 A more syntactical condition for predicate theoriesWe return to the case of a �rst order language L and two theories T 1 and T 2 based on L.6.1 Condition in terms of dependency relationWhen we only want to consider Herbrand interpretations, we can use the result of the previoussection. Let Ground(T 1 [ T 2) denote the grounding of T 1 [T 2 (i.e. of the logic program partand of the FOL axioms) w.r.t. the Herbrand universe. We assume that for each ground atomp of a de�ned predicate symbol such that no ground instantiation of a clause has p in the head,the grounding contains the rule p ?Theorem 6.1 Given two theories T 1 and T 2 which are correct w.r.t. H. Consider the depen-dency relation � on the ground atoms of Ground(T 1 [ T 2). If for each descending sequence Kof ground atoms, there is an i 2 f1; 2g such that the ground atoms de�ned in T i appear only�nitely many times in the sequence K, thenModH(T 1 [ T 2) =ModH(T 1) \ModH(T 2):Proof The grounding of a theory can be treated as a propositional program. This theoremis then a direct consequence of theorem 5.1. 2If T 1 and T 2 are correct w.r.t. H and satisfy the condition of theorem 6.1, then T 1 [ T 2 isalso correct w.r.t. H.Sometimes it is not enough to consider only Herbrand interpretations. For this reason, let'sde�ne in the usual way the dependency relation � on the predicate symbols of T 1 [ T 2.Analogously as in the previous section (see theorem 5.1), we obtain the following result.Theorem 6.2 Given a class of interpretations J and two theories T 1 and T 2 correct w.r.t. J .Consider the dependency relation on the predicate symbols of T 1 [ T 2. If for each descendingsequence K of predicate symbols there is an i 2 f1; 2g such that the predicate symbols de�ned inT i appear only �nitely many times in the sequence K, thenModJ (T 1 [ T 2) =ModJ (T 1) \ModJ (T 2):Hence T 1[T 2 is also correct w.r.t. J . Examples 4.1 and 4.3 of section 4 satisfy the conditionsof theorem 6.2, with J the class of all interpretations, whereas example 4.2 does not. We giveanother nice example.Example 6.1 T 1 : ( even(0) >even(s(X))  odd(X)T 2 : n odd(s(X)) even(X)First note that the equality Mod(T 1 [ T 2) = Mod(T 1) \ Mod(T 2) does not hold. Indeed,consider the 2-valued non-Herbrand interpretation I with pre-interpretation J0 (see example3.5), the interpretation of even=1neven(2� n)t; even(2� n + 1)f j n 2 INo [ neven(z)t j z 2Zo ;and the interpretation of odd=1nodd(2� n)f; odd(2� n+ 1)t j n 2 INo [ nodd(z)t j z 2Zo :15



Then I is a non-Herbrand model of T 1 and of T 2. But I is not a model of T 1[T 2, because theonly model of T 1[T 2 with pre-interpretation J0 assigns truth value f to all facts even(z); odd(z)with z 2Z.But again, the only interpretations which are important w.r.t. these theories are the Herbrandinterpretations. And for these interpretations the equality holds, i.e.ModH(T 1 [ T 2) =ModH(T 1) \ ModH(T 2):To prove this, we take the grounding of T 1 [ T 2 :even(0)  >even(s(0))  odd(0)� � �even(sn+1(0))  odd(sn(0))� � �odd(0)  ?odd(s(0))  even(0)� � �odd(sn+1(0))  even(sn(0))� � �Then it is easy to check that T 1 and T 2 satisfy the conditions of theorem 6.1 (every descendingsequence of ground atoms of T 1 [T 2 is �nite). It is also easy to see that T 1 [T 2 has a unique2-valued Herbrand model given byneven(s2n(0)); odd(s2n+1(0)) j n 2 INo :Note that we can not apply theorem 6.2 (with J = H) to obtain the same result, because T 1and T 2 don't satisfy the conditions of that theorem: there is an in�nite descending sequenceeven=1 � odd=1 � even=1 � : : : ;with even=1 de�ned in T 1 and odd=1 in T 2.In the last two subsections of this section we give some even stronger, syntactical conditionson T 1 and T 2 to obtain (�).6.2 Conservative extensionsWe �rst need some notation. Given a theory T = (T d; T c). Let Head(T d) denote the set of allpredicate symbols occuring in the head of a clause of T d. Let Pred(T d) denote the set of allpredicate symbols occuring in T d. The following theorem is a direct consequence of theorem6.2.Theorem 6.3 Given a class of interpretations J and two theories T 1 and T 2 correct w.r.t.J . If Head(T 2d) \ Pred(T 1d) = ; , then ModJ (T 1 [ T 2) =ModJ (T 1) \ModJ (T 2):The condition Head(T 2d) \ Pred(T 1d) = ; means that only predicate symbols not occuringin T 1d can be de�ned in T 2d. Hence, predicate symbols de�ned in T 1d can not depend onpredicate symbols de�ned in T 2d (the converse is possible though). An example was given insection 4, example 4.1. 16



Under the conditions of theorem 6.3, we are given a way to construct every model of T 1 [ T 2by successively �nding a model of T 1 and T 2. Let us be more precise. Suppose two correctlogic programs T 1d and T 2d are given and T 1d does not refer to the predicate symbols de�nedin T 2d. Suppose T 1d [ T 2d is complete. Because T 1d does not refer to predicates de�nedin T 2d, every predicate occuring in T 1d is also de�ned in T 1d. Given a pre-interpretationJ , denote the set of models of T 1d with pre-interpretation J by MJ . It is clear that eachmodel inMJ has the same truth function on predicate symbols de�ned in T 1d. In the setMJthere is exactly one interpretation M which is also a model of T 2d. Because of the equality,Mod(T 1d [ T 2d) = Mod(T 1d) \Mod(T 2d); M is a model of T 1d [ T 2d and every model ofT 1d[T 2d can be obtained in this way. If T 1d[T 2d is incomplete, then, instead of starting witha given pre-interpretation only, we also �x a 2-valued truth function on the predicate symbolsopen in T 1d [ T 2d and then repeat the same reasoning. The reasoning remains valid whenadding FOL axioms T 1c and T 2c to the logic programs. This is because of the monotonicityof FOL; not satisfying T 1c or T 2c is equivalent with not satisfying T 1c [ T 2c.In a way, the logic program T d = T 1d [ T 2d is split into two parts. In [16] Lifschitz andTurner discuss this idea of splitting a logic program in the context of answer set semantics fordisjunctive logic programs with classical negation. They call T 1d the bottom of T d and T 2dthe top of T d.A corollary to theorem 6.3 is a property which is in literature often called the conservativeextension property. If we extend an initial correct logic program T 1d by a correct logic programT 2d, which gives only de�nitions for 'new' predicate symbols (i.e. not occuring in T 1d), thenfor every formula ', consisting only of predicate symbols de�ned in T 1d, ' is a consequence ofT 1d if and only if ' is a consequence of T 1d [ T 2d. This can be proven by induction on thelength of the formula ', using theorem 6.3.Conservative extensions were studied by Lifschitz and Turner in the context of disjunctivelogic programming with classical negation [16], by Gelfond and Przymusinska in the context ofextended logic programming [13] and in the context of epistemic speci�cations [14] .6.3 Hierarchical and acyclic programsThe last results concern hierarchical and acyclic programs. For more details about this kind ofprograms, see [17] and [1] . We just give their de�nitions.De�nition 6.1 A logic program T d is hierarchical, if there exists a mapping j j from Pred(T d)to the natural numbers such that for every clause p(t1; : : : ; tn) L1; : : : ; Lm in T d, jpj is greaterthan the value under j j of each predicate symbol occuring (positively or negatively) in the body.It is obvious that hierarchical programs cannot have 3-valued models and that each subset ofclauses of a hierarchical program is itself hierarchical.Proposition 6.1 Given a theory T = (T d; T c) with T d a hierarchical logic program. Then Tis correct.Proposition 6.2 Given a hierarchical logic program T d. Then every T d0 � T d is hierarchical.Combining these propositions together with theorem 6.2, with J the class of all interpretations,gives us:Theorem 6.4 Given a theory T = (T d; T c) with T d a hierarchical logic program. Then forevery T 1 = (T 1d; T 1c) and T 2 = (T 2d; T 2c) such that T = T 1 [ T 2 (and such that every17



predicate is de�ned in at most one theory, either T 1 or T 2), the equalityMod(T ) =Mod(T 1)\Mod(T 2) holds.Using induction, we can extend this theorem to split a theory into a �nite number of theories.We refer to the very similar case of acyclic programs below for an example of how this is done.When only Herbrand interpretations are relevant w.r.t. the theory, we can put a more general,syntactical restriction on the theory.De�nition 6.2 A logic program T d is acyclic, if there exists a mapping j j from the Herbrandbase to the natural numbers such that for every clause A  B1; : : : ; Bm;:Bm+1; : : : ;:Bn inGround(T d), jAj > jBij for every 1 � i � n.Analogously to the case of hierarchical programs, the following proporties hold.Proposition 6.3 Given a theory T = (T d; T c) with T d an acyclic logic program. Then T iscorrect w.r.t. H.Proposition 6.4 Given an acyclic logic program T d. Then every T d0 � T d is acyclic.And as a result of these two propositions and theorem 6.1 we get:Theorem 6.5 Given a theory T = (T d; T c) with T d an acyclic logic program. Then for everyT 1 = (T 1d; T 1c) and T 2 = (T 2d; T 2c) such that T = T 1 [ T 2 (and such that every predicateis de�ned in at most one theory, either T 1 or T 2), the equality ModH(T ) = ModH(T 1) \ModH(T 2) holds.Again, we can extend this theorem to split T into a �nite number of theories.Example 6.2 T 1 : ( even(0) >even(s(X))  odd(X)T 2 : n odd(s(X)) even(X)T 3 : ( nat(X)  even(X)nat(X)  odd(X)It is clear that T 1 [ T 2 [ T 3 is acyclic. Indeed, consider the mapping j j,jeven(sn(0))j = n ;jodd(sn(0))j = n ;jnat(sn(0))j = n+ 1 ;with n 2 IN and s0(0) = 0. Then for every clause in Ground(T 1 [ T 2 [ T 3) the value underj j of the head is greater than the value of the atom in the body.The intersection of ModH(T 1);ModH(T 2) and ModH(T 3) gives us the unique Herbrandmodel of T 1 [ T 2 [ T 3:neven(s2n(0)); odd(s2n+1(0)); nat(sn(0)) j n 2 INo :18



7 Related worksPrior to composing the logical modules of cooperating K.R. experts, the individual expertsface the problem of representing their incomplete knowledge as logical modules. Therefore,we believe that the suitability of a logic for modular knowledge representation depends inthe �rst place on its expressivity for representing incomplete knowledge. One point on whichthis study di�ers from most others is that it investigates the compositionality problem inthe context of a knowledge representation logic, OLP-FOL, designed as an extension of logicprogramming for nonmonotonic knowledge representation in the context of uncertainty [10].Most related studies modify the logic programming semantics to make it suitable for modularprogramming but do not investigate the knowledge representation qualities of the resultinglogic. An exception is [16], which studies the compositionality problem in the context ofDisjunctive Logic Programming.In some studies in modular logic programming e.g. [7], [3], compositionality of the logic isseen as a �rst rank requirement; the semantics of the (syntactical) composition of modules isrequired to be the result of a semantical composition operator on the semantics of the modules.The semantic composition operator under study here is the logical conjunction operator. Ina logic with a possible state semantics (as for OLP-FOL), this composition operator can benaturally de�ned by the intersection on the classes of models. As was observed �rst in [20],compositionality (w.r.t. logical conjunction) and nonmonotonicity are contradictory require-ments. More precisely, when a syntactic composition operator is compositional w.r.t. thelogical conjunction operator, this syntactic composition operator is monotonic. However, amonotonic logic is not very suitable for knowledge representation. The syntactic compositionoperator in OLP-FOL is not always compositional and it should not be.As opposed to most of the works about compositionality, this paper considers logic programswhich may contain negation in the body of their clauses. In section 6.2 we mentioned threeworks [16], [13] and [14] which also allow negation. Other exceptions which also consider nega-tion are [12], [20], [8]. However, either they consider a weaker compositional semantics basedon completion semantics [20], or the results are restricted either to hierarchical dependenciesbetween modules, as in [12], or to the case of one module representing a conservative extensionof another module [8]. We discuss these three works in more detail. In [12], they considerprograms with import predicates (called units); import predicates correspond to open predi-cates in our approach. An abstract semantics for units is a function taking in input a set ofimported literals and producing another set of literals. They present conservative extensionsof the well-founded and Fitting's semantics. These semantics are proved to be compositionalw.r.t. union of units, i.e. the semantics of the union can be deduced from the semantics ofthe components. In case of the extension of the well-founded semantics this is only stated ifthe system of units is hierarchical, that is to say that there is no circular dependency betweenthe units. Although they use a very di�erent terminology and their set-up is di�erent, theirapproach leans closest to ours. In [20] a compositional semantics (which can be seen as acompositional counterpart of Kunen's semantics) for normal programs based on a �rst ordercompletion of the program is de�ned. De�nitions which are not explicitly given in the programare not closed and hence those predicates remain open, which is needed in a modular context.Their semantics is compositional while remaining nonmonotonic to a certain extent. In essence,the semantics is compositional and monotonic on the level of composition of modules, whileaddition of clauses to modules remains a nonmonotonic operation. In [8] a compositional se-mantics for logic programs is de�ned which handles inconsistencies locally instead of globally.This semantics ful�lls the following composition requirement stating that the meaning of a19



program P is not modi�ed if P is extended with a program Q such that none of the atomsde�ned in P are also de�ned in Q and no de�nitions in P depend on atoms de�ned in Q (theprogram Q is in fact a conservative extension of the program P ).By allowing predicates to be open in a logic program, we deal with incomplete knowledgeon predicates. In [12] import predicates are introduced to represent this kind of incompleteknowledge. In [7], [6] they work with a di�erent notion of open predicates to capture thepossible composition with other programs. Their semantics of admissable Herbrand models forde�nite programs is suited for compositionality problems, but seems less suitable for knowledgerepresentation. In [5] this semantics is extended to normal logic programs by transforming themto open positive programs. Though in this semantics the compositionality problem can behandled elegantly, the semantics is much weaker than ours and seems not suited for knowledgerepresentation and nonmonotonic reasoning.A special place in the compositionality research is taken by [3], where each de�nite program isdenoted by its immediate consequence operator TP and not by its set of models. The union oftwo de�nite programs can be proven to correspond to a certain operation on the correspondingTP operators. The result is a highly abstract sort of semantics of a program, which is not reallysuitable for studying knowledge representation problems, but which allows [3] to de�ne manydi�erent composition operators, all in terms of di�erent ways of composing the TP operatorsof the distinct modules. In comparison, we investigate only one operator, namely the operatorwhich joins the knowledge of the modules. Recently, the algebraic approach of [3] was extendedfor normal logic programs [4] using Fittings 3-valued completion operator.In [2] the problem of modelling the composition by union of de�nite programs is studied,by considering computed answer substitution as observable behaviour of programs (insteadof the more standard notion of success set). To capture this notion of behaviour, programsare denoted by programs (obtained through unfolding) rather than by Herbrand models. TheOR-compositional (i.e. compositional w.r.t. program union) semantics of open programs theyde�ne, corresponds to a program equivalence notion, according to which two programs P1 andP2 are equivalent i� for any program Q, P1 [ Q and P2 [ Q give the same computed answersubstitutions.Besides uncertainty on predicates, one can also have incomplete knowledge on the domain ofdiscourse. By considering general interpretations, like in [20], we take into account this kind ofincomplete knowledge. Other approaches either do not allow to model this kind of incompleteknowledge or model it by allowing Herbrand interpretations of arbitrary extensions of themodule language.In the previous discussed approaches and also in our approach, module composition is seenas a metalinguistic mechanism. Another main direction in the research of compositionality oflogic programming formalisms is of a linguistic nature and is seen for instance in [18], [15].They extend the formalism of Horn clause logic with modal operators in order to providea richer support for modular programming. In [15], they show that (multi)modal logics arewell-suited for supporting the notion of module. Each module is given a name and for eachmodule a modal operator is introduced. They give a modal characterisation of the situationin which the meaning of modules does not depend on the external environment (and on othermodules) except for explicit importations. However, they give some hints on how this modalcharacterisation can also be used to capture the notions of inheritance between modules, ofoperations on modules such as union or how it can be used to de�ne programs with severalmodules each one with its own internal language. All this o�ers lots of possibilities, which areworth investigating further.For a survey of di�erent kinds of approaches to modularity, we refer to [9].20
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